ADDENDUM NO. 1

Date: May 31, 2013

Issued by: Sacramento City Unified School District

Project: Maple U10 Soccer Field Improvements (No. 701-0223)

You are hereby notified of the following changes, clarifications, or modifications to the original Contract Documents, Specifications, and Drawings. This Addendum shall supersede the original project documents, and shall take precedence over anything to the contrary therein. All Addenda shall be acknowledged in the Bid Form. Failure to do so may result in disqualification of the bid. All other conditions remain unchanged.

RFI Question:
1. Stabilized D.G.?
2. Soccer nets on goals?
3. Class 200 for the mainline, not 315 or sch 40? Gasketed?
4. On demo sheet L-2, it indicates that we are to remove heads and valves, then on L-6, it has us adjusting heads and restoring to as-was or better condition?

Answer:
1. No
2. No
3. Per specification section 02810/2.02, “PVC Pipe: Polyvinyl chloride (Type I) plastic pipe PVC 1120 and NSF approved per plan. Constant pressure mainline piping 1-1/2 inches and smaller shall be schedule 40; constant-pressure mainline piping 2 inches to 3 inches shall be class 315 or class 200, or C900 class 200 DR 14 if the system is using recycled water. Intermittent-pressure lateral piping shall be schedule 40. Copper pipe shall be type “K”. If the system is operated with recycled water PVC Pipe is to be “Purple Pipe.” The mainline shall be gasketed.
4. The heads and valves that are within the improved area are to be removed, the heads and valves within the staging area are to be adjusted as needed to leave that area in an “as-was or better” condition.
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